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Introduction:  

Mass communication is the mechanism for transfer of information to larger number of people at the 

same time by using various communication mechanism like SMS, IVRS, E-mails etc. This module is used 

to send communication to the various employees of the departments, who will provide their services 

in case of disaster. This G2G (Government to Government) mode of sending communication can be 

effectively used, once the system has all the contact details of various departments involved in disaster 

management. For this purpose, a contact directory needs to be build which will help in sending 

communication to the intended recipients. In disaster management, mass communication plays a 

major role, as the information is required to be send to the citizens (G2C- Government to citizen) 

depending upon disaster conditions.  An effective mass communication mechanism is always helpful 

in tackling with various Natural disaster. For instance, an early alert message sent to citizens can be 

helpful in saving several lives. 

1. Role of Nodal departments 
The nodal departments work under different conditions during the disaster. The nodal officer creates 

the contact directory of the resources of department user, admin user and map the role of department 

user with resource for disaster. The nodal department like “Disaster Management and relief 

department” work in Drought, Hailstorm, Heat and Cold waves, Thunder and Lightning, Cyclone. In 

the same way, “Public work department” works in Earthquake, Major building collapse, Landslide 

conditions. 

Thus different departments work under different disaster conditions. However, the two departments 

can also work in same disaster condition and a department can work in more than one disaster 

condition.  

The user can update the detail in contact directory by using DMIS mobile app. The mobile app provide 

all the facilities to the citizen user that can be done through web application. By using mobile app the 

user does not have to login to the application. 

2. Contact Directory 
As telephone directory keeps the contact no and name of all user, in the same way contact directory 

stores the information of user in the system. The navigation to create contact directory is as 

Menu>>Mass Communication>>Contact Directory.  
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When the user follow the above given navigation the following interface is shown to add detail in the 

contact directory at the login of user: 

 

User detail: When the user enters the SSO and click on “Fetch Detail” (   ) button, the 

details like officer name, SSO department name, SSO designation, Gender, mobile no and e-mail id is 

fetched automatically from the SSO detail.  

The user can edit all the details fetched from SSO id as the detail show in edit mode. To add contact 

in directory the user has to select following detail: 

 Department name  

 Office name  

 Designation 

 District 

 Alternate no. 
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Disaster Role: Once the user fills the user detail, the user has to select disaster type. Depending on 

disaster type, the role in disaster list shows and the user has to select role corresponding to the 

disaster type. The user can add multiple role in same disaster type and can add multiple disaster type 

for single user. 

Once the user enter the all required detail, the user has to submit the contact record. The added 

record shows in the list view of the contact directory. 

3. Contact Directory Report 
Contact directory reports shows the detail of all contact added in contact directory. The list view of all 

the contacts added in contact directory can view in contact directory report. To view contact directory 

report, the user has to follow navigation as: Menu>>Mass communication>> Contact directory 

report. The interface to select menu is as below: 

 

When the user follows the above navigation the interface of contact directory report is shown as 

below: 
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 The filter allows the user to view record according to selected criteria.  

 The user can choose department, disaster type, district and tehsil in the filter and the records 

in the contact directory report shows according to selected criteria.  

 By default, all the records show in the contact directory report. 

 By default, 200 records show on a page but the user can change the no of records on a page 

by changing the no in “Row per page” tab showing on the top of the page.  

4. Department wise contact directory 
Department wise contact directory report shows the contact added in contact directory by 

department. The contact directory report provide the complete details of the contacts in one row 

when the user is involved in multiple department. The navigation to view department wise contact 

directory is as below: 

 

The user interface of department wise contact directory report is shown below:  

 

 The user can select particular department from the filter and the record will show according 

to the selected department.  
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 If the single user is involved in multiple departments, the multiple rows will show with 

different department. 

5. Department and disaster type wise report 
The navigation to view the report is as: Menu>>Mass Communication>>Department and Disaster 

wise report.  

 

The interface of department and disaster type wise report is as below. This report provide the contact 

detail according to department and disaster type. 

 

 Same as department report if the user provides services in more than one disaster type, the 

user name in report will show in multiple rows depending on disaster type.  

 The user can view record by applying filter.  

 The user can change the no. of record showing on a page by changing the no in “record per 

page” tab showing on the top of the page. 
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6. Geography wise Directory 
 Geography wise directory report provide the contact directory according to the geo location detail 

selected while adding contact directory. The navigation to view geography wise directory is as 

Menu>>Mass communication>>Geography wise directory. 

 

The following interface of geography wise directory is as below: 

 

 By default, record of all districts show in the list view. 

 The user can view the record of a particular district by selecting the district name in filter.  

 In the same way, the user can apply filter to tehsil. The interface shows the details like officer 

name, SSO ID, department, office name etc. 
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7. Disaster wise district office count 
This report shows the count of officers in district for various disaster type like floods, earthquakes, fire 

breakout etc. The interface of the report is as below: 

 

The interface shows the total no of officer in a district according to the disaster type.  

 By default record of all district for all disaster type shows.    

 The user can view the count of officer in district for a selected disaster type by applying the 

filter of disaster type.  

This Contact directory built will further be used to send SMS, IVRS, and Emails to all the concerned 

staff in case of disaster occurrence. The various filter criteria’s available in the contact directory can 

be used to select intended government department users for sending alerts, actionable tasks, and 

notification messages over SMS/IVRS/Emails.  


